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Abstract 

We have seen an increasing number of reported 

colour maintenance issues in the market when it 

concerns LED-based products. Besides this, there are 

also requests to provide products that have < 2 SDCM 

colour point changes over lifetime. To understand the 

mechanisms behind colour maintenance in our LED-

portfolio we have developed a calculation method that 

is able to predict colour maintenance as function of time, 

construction and material used. The details of that 

method are described in this paper. 

1. Introduction 

LED based luminaires are on the way of replacing 

traditional incandescent lamps and compact fluorescent 

lamps in the lighting industry due to many advantages 

such as energy efficiency improvement and potentially 

long lifetime. Possible lumen maintenance failure and 

color shift are two major and important quality and 

reliability issues except some possible catastrophic 

(abrupt) failures [1]. Lumen maintenance failure of SSL 

products is generally characterized by L70 life or 30% 

degradation of the lumen output. However, no failure 

criterion for color shift has been defined specifically in 

the application field except that ENERGY STAR® 

program mandates that Δu'v' at 6,000 hours of operation 

not exceed 0.007 [EPA 2012, 2013][2], which is perhaps 

the only industry-wide criterion for color shift. It is a 

reasonable starting point, but may not be strict enough 

to ensure very high-quality lighting, especially since the 

lifetimes of LED products routinely far exceed 6,000 

hours [3]. Poor color maintenance can be a substantial 

problem in applications where color quality is 

important, including museum and gallery lighting, 

architectural facade lighting, retail display lighting, 

healthcare lighting, hospitality applications, cove and 

wall wash lighting, down lighting in commercial and 

residential applications [4]. 

Several color-shift complaints originate from the 

markets, be it indoor or outdoor [5]. Figure 1 depicts two 

examples. 

 

Figure 1: Color shift in outdoor (left) and in indoor (right) 

applications. 

Factors impacting color point stability in LEDs 

include aging-induced changes in the phosphor, emitter, 

and encapsulate materials. Higher temperatures will 

accelerate these degradation mechanisms leading to 

greater color shift, but the magnitude of the color shift 

as a function of temperature will vary with packaging 

materials and manufacturing processes. The resulting 

direction of color shift depends on the dominant 

degradation mechanisms occurring in the package, 

which in turn depends on the packages materials and 

methods of construction. [6-9]. 

Some studies have been done on color shift caused 

by the discoloration of the materials used in the optical 

system [10-13]. Mehr et al experimentally investigated 

the color shift of remote phosphor plates made from 

Bisphenol-A polycarbonate (BPA-PC) and some other 

materials [10, 11, 12]. Davis et al examined chromaticity 

shift modes of the PAR38 lamps with four types of built-

in LED packages, results shown the chromaticity shift is 

dominated by the characteristics of the LED, since the 

optical materials changed little in most samples [13]. 

Any source of lumen depreciation is likely to be a 

source of color shift as well, since the light output 

degradation is not generally completely uniform across 

the entire spectrum. Different degradation in different 

parts of the spectrum will inevitably lead to color 

changes, though the amount of color shift may be small. 

The most common origins of color shift in LED-based 

products are given in Table 1. Further details can be 

found in [14]. Recently these insight are confirmed by 

the whitepaper on ‘LED Luminaire Reliability: Impact 

of Color Shift’ from the Next Generation Lighting 

Industry Alliance LED Systems Reliability Consortium 

which was support by Philips Lighting as well [15]. 

Table 1: Origins of color shift. 

Root cause Examples 

Material 

Degradation 
• Degradation of direct optical path from 

LED die to air 

• Degradation of reflective surfaces 

within the LED component 

• Degradation of the optical materials 

with the system, be it MCPET, white 
solder resist, Poly Carbonate or 

PMMA. 

External 

Contaminants 
• Contaminations in the direct optical 

path such as browning of the optical 

path due to VOCs or residual flux after 

reflow on the exterior of the LED 

package. 

• Change in the reflective surface 

properties of materials within the LED 
component, including, for example, 

tarnishing of silver. 

• Carbonization due to lack of oxygen. 
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Root cause Examples 

• Sedation of particles onto any optical 

surface, for example, onto the silicones. 

Interface 

Delamination 
• Separation between different material 

interfaces such as substrate and optical 

path materials. 

• Material cracking, for example, in the 

MCPET reflector due to brittleness. 

 

Colour shift mechanisms on component, sub-

component and system level are not well understood. 

Also, the relation between them is far from well 

understood. Colour shift predictions on system level are 

extremely difficult and can only be done if the colour 

shift for its components are mastered properly. To 

develop a colour shift prediction method, it is important 

to investigate the colour shift contribution by each 

individual part. Hence, a novel approach for colour shift 

investigation based on the so-called view-factor method 

is proposed as a solution to cover each contribution. To 

help illustrate this approach, a schematic diagram of 

light paths for a LED-based product is shown in Figure 

1.  Each exchange of light in the light paths can be 

considered as a contribution to colour shift. A further 

description of this approach, the results and further 

developments are described in this paper. 

2. Methodology 

Following Figure 1, the suggested modeling 

approach assumes that a certain fraction of the light 

emitted or reflected by an optical part is radiated to 

another part (or even itself again). Each part that reflects 

light can also give this light a small color shift or spectral 

change. If the optical model with view-factors turns out 

to be not accurate enough, then in theory the parts can 

be divided into several elements each having its own 

view-factors with the other elements. One must bear in 

mind that formulas used for the determination of the 

view-factors assume Lambertian emission and/or 

reflection.  

 

Figure 1: schematic diagram of light paths representing the 

view-factor approach. 

The set of equations describing the light interaction 

between the 4 optical elements is as follows: 
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Here the letter i denotes how many interactions (= 

reflections) the light has already undergone. The matrix 

with the numbers F is the view-factor matrix, and as we 

assume that all light emissions and reflections have 

Lambertian distribution, the view-factor matrix is 

independent of i. The sum of the elements in each 

column is equal to 1. The part ”housing” could also be 

described as the “reflector”. 

Part of the light hits upon each optical element is also 

reflected again. This can be expressed in the next 

equation: 
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At each reflection the light can undergo a colour 

change. This colour change can be described in two 

ways: 

1 colour shift Dx and Dy, independent of the colour 

point (spectrum) of the incoming light 

2 spectral change, the reflectivity depends on the 

wavelength of the light 

Method 2 is more realistic, but in that case the 

spectra of the light needs to be included in the 

calculations. In case of small colour changes (small 

changes of the spectrum upon reflection) and low 

reflectivity’s R (fast damping), method 1 can be good 

enough. Therefore, this method is preferred. 

We have the initial condition: 
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    (3) 

And then the light coming out of the lamp/luminaire 

by mean of transmission though the exit window: 

  exittoexitfrom 1  ARe    (4) 

Where A stands for absorption and the light is 

summed over enough i. The transmission of the light can 

also be accompanied with a colour change of the light. 

As the light out of the module is also calculated, the 

approach also gives the optical efficiency as output 

meaning it can be used to estimate the optical efficiency. 

View-factors are related to the geometric design of 

the product. The formulas for the calculation of the 

view-factors were found on 

http://www.thermalradiation.net/indexCat.html. Figure 

2 gives the example for luminaire, troffers and such. 
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Figure 2: Rectangular product geometry and view-factors. 

3. Carrier 

We have chosen as carrier for the verification of the 

approach a Certaflux DL-S 6”, see Figure 3. The 

geometry of the DL-S perfectly fits in the axis 

symmetric” shape of which the view-factors can be 

calculated by the color shift prediction approach. The 

view-factor matrix is given in the table below. It shows 

that the majority of the light coming from the LEDs will 

go through the diffuser out of the product. 

Table 2: View-factor matrix for the carrier product. 

View-factor 

Carrier [%] 

 

From 

  

  LEDs PCB reflector diffuser 

 LEDs 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.8 

To PCB 0.0 0.0 1.1 13.2 

 reflector 8.3 8.9 20.9 86.0 

 diffuser 91.7 91.1 77.9 0.0 

 SUM 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 

In order to verify the approach, the modules were 

aged at 110 °C and at 120 °C. At several ageing times 

the modules were measured for flux, color point and 

light spectrum in 2m spheres. The measurements were 

done with reflector and with reflector and exit window. 

Figure 3 shows the color shift of the modules at these 

different temperatures as function of time.  

 

Figure 6: Measured color shifts of the module at 110C 

(orange) and 120C (blue), open point is data for no reflector. 

In order to model the change of the materials, also 

the reflector and transmitter materials are tested. The 

equations used to fit the data are: 

• 
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First equation is the model for the spectrum, the 

second one is the effect of time and the third one is the 

Arrhenius equation for the effect of temperature. The 

results are depicted in Figure 7. A reasonable fit could 

be obtained following the above approach. The above 

model is also applied to the measured PCB reflectivity. 

 

 

Figure 7: Spectral model fit (dashed lines) of color shifts x 

(blue) and y (orange) aged at 110C (light) and 120C (dark) 

and color point fit (solid lines). 

For light transmission, we assumed that Fresnel 

reflections (at uncolored PC) are not accompanied by 

color shifts, meaning the transmission is corrected for 

Fresnel reflections by: 

   

Fresnel

corr. Fresnel

Fresnelcorr. FresnelFresnel

21
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   (6) 

Where T(, t) is the Fresnel corrected transmission 

depending on the light absorption  and the thickness t. 

An exponential series fit of the transmission quotient 

(virgin T0 divided by aged T) was chosen: 
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As usual in ageing of plastics, the correlation 

between ageing time and ageing temperature is 

described the principle of time-temperature 

superposition or equivalently introducing the effective 

time variable as given in (5). If we assume that the 

transmission quotient qT follows power law, i.e. twice 

the ageing time gives twice the transmission quotient: 
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More general: 

     0000 lnexp00

Teffeff

tt

T

tt

effTeffT qttqtqtq effeffeffeff   (9) 

The effect of thickness is evaluated using the 

Lambert Beer law. If we assume that the absorption 

coefficient is constant through the thickness h of the 

plate, then the Fresnel corrected transmission can be 

translated into an absorption coefficient : 

   
h

T
hT corr. Fresnel

corr. Fresnel

ln
exp


   (10) 

The Fresnel corrected transmission data and fit, 

shown earlier, can with this formula be translated into 

the absorption coefficient; see next two figures. As  is 

independent of the thickness, the above equation can be 

used to calculate the Fresnel corrected transmission at 

other thicknesses: 

        0
0corr. Fresnel

0
0corr. Fresnelcorr. Fresnel lnexp h

h

hT
h

hhThT 







 (11) 

Combining thickness and effective ageing time the 

equation for the transmission T becomes: 
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    (12) 

The resulting fit on the exit window material, in this 

case polycarbonate, is shown in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 9: Time temperature relation of the ageing of the clear 

PC. 

With the parts (LED, PCB, reflector, exit 

window/optics) characterized, the “light 

transformation” of the parts can be combined with view-

factors. The view-factors being a function of the 

geometry, as mentioned before. A series of 12 aging 

experiments are performed to verify the approach. This 

measured colour shift in these experiments is shown in 

Figure 10 (top). Again, aging gives a blue shift for the 

LED and a yellow shift for the other components. The 

predicted colour shift is shown in Figure 10 (bottom). 

Clearly the measured colour shifts are further apart than 

the calculated colour shifts. Comparing aged and unaged 

reflector the measured colour shift difference is even 

bigger than the expected colour shift difference of the 

reflector. Therefore, it is likely that the light recycling in 

the carrier product is larger than now used in the 

calculations. All 12 measurements data and model 

results are shown in Figure 12. The trends are described 

as acceptable. As can be observed the modelled shift in 

x is bigger than measured for the three lower points, that 

is experiment 1, 7 and 12, which are products with 

unaged exit window. 

 

Figure 1: Figures with the carrier color shift (LED engine 

color point = 0), top figure shows 2 m sphere data and bottom 

figure shows calculation results. 

 

Figure 12: Comparison of measured and modelled x and y 

color coordinates for the 12 experiments. 

With the given color shift model, predictions of both 

the lumen decay as the color shift are possible. Now the 

temperature dependent (effective time) models for color 

shift, lumen decay, reflection and transmission change 

are used. Figure 13 show the color points of the carrier 

product as function of time at elevated temperatures. 
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The first pair figures show the effect of temperature and 

the second pair figures show the effect of the different 

parts. The red lines in the uv’ shift and lumen decay 

graphs show the currently applied lifetime limit: lumen 

decay 80% and color shift 7 SDCM  0.007 in uv’. From 

the figure it can be seen that the LED color shift starts 

faster than the color shift due to yellowing of the PCB, 

reflector and exit window. In the end the yellowing 

“wins” even with 90 °C LED temperature and 70 °C 

reflector and exit window temperature. As the LED 

color shift is towards blue, the DLS color point first 

moves a bit towards blue and later moves in the opposite 

direction towards yellow. The result is that if the LEDs 

would give a fixed color (no aging) the color shift of the 

product will be larger. 

 

Figure 13: Calculated uv’ color shift (dotted line) and lumen 

decay (solid line) vs time with LEDs 100C, PCB 90C, reflector 

& exit window 80C and with red: all parts aging, orange: only 

LED aging, blue all but LED aging. 

4. Real case 

As a real case we select a typical indoor office 

troffer. It is 600mm in length and has 1 line of LEDs 

inside, see Figure 14. Table 3 depicts the view-factor 

matrix. The failure criterium for lumen decay is set at 

80% from initial values, color shift at 6 SDCM. 

 

Figure 14: Indoor office troffer. 

Table 3: View-factors for the indoor troffer. 

View-factor 

troffer [%] 

 

From 

  

  LEDs PCB reflector diffuser 

 LEDs 0.0 0.0 1.7 15.0 

To PCB 0.0 0.0 2.5 21.1 

 reflector 7.8 8.4 11.2 63.9 

 diffuser 92.2 91.6 84. 0.0 

 SUM 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

The temperature within the products are measured 

using thermocouples and found to be: 

• The LED temperature increases with 60C when 

on (HP LED operating at 700mA). 

• The optical materials increase with 50C when 

on (exit window, housing and PCB). 

The above is denoted as nominal conditions. The 

resulting lumen decay and color shift are depicted in 

Figure 14. When one asks which criterion is limiting, 

lumen decay (80%) or color shift (7 SDCM), then the 

left figure shows that lumen decay is most critical. But 

if one thinks of strict spec products with only 2 SDCM 

color shift then the allowed color shift occur around 

60khrs, way before the time to reach 80% lumen 

maintenance values. Now imagine that the optical 

material of the exit is just +5C higher in temperature, 

e.g. due to exposure to the sun. The resulting color shift 

is depicted in Figure 15. This increased temperature of 

the exit window accelerates the yellowing and the total 

system level color shift now exceeds the value of 6 

SDCM. It shows that the balance between lumen decay 

and color shift is quite tight. 

 

 

Figure 14: Nominal case, lumen decay (left) vs color shift 

(right) as function of operation time. 

 

Figure 15: Exit window +5C of nominal values; color shift as 

function of operation time. 
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5. Conclusions and recommendations 

A method was developed that can estimate the color 

shift of a LED-based product, based on the color shift of 

the LEDs and the aging / yellowing of the PCB and 

optical materials. A too large color shift is considered as 

a reliability issue. To estimate the color shift, one must 

know: 

• LED properties: color point and color point 

change in time, depending on the LED temperature. 

• PCB, reflector and exit window properties: color 

change by reflection (and transmission) of LED light on 

the PCB, reflector and exit window, also time and 

temperature dependent. In case of the exit window. 

• Geometry: the geometry determines the light 

exchange between the different parts of the LED lighting 

module. 

The developed approach uses so called view-factors 

to calculate the light exchange between the parts. This is 

an approximation of the reality as it assumes Lambertian 

distribution of reflected light. Also it is assumed that the 

change of the light (color / spectrum) after reflection at 

PCB, reflector or exit window does not affect successive 

reflections. In other words: the color shift at an interface 

is independent of the history of the light. To further 

develop the method it is recommended that: 

- The optical behavior of translucent optical 

windows is further investigated as this part is difficult to 

measure and model and it gives the largest contribution 

to the color shift (of the optical parts) 

- Full (Lighttools) color shift simulations are 

performed for the presented carrier and real case 

products, to further validate / improve the color shift 

method. 

- For other LED-based products (spots, troffers, 

modules, etc.) it is recommended to check that the LED 

color shift is towards blue, as this will compensate the 

yellowing of the optical parts. 
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